The Wisdom and All-American Insights of Obama’s Speech Writer -Jon Favreau
Obama’s unsung speech-writer has gone unhonored for the true-blue American prose he has
written to serve the nation firstly, and secondarily the politician who had the benefit of speaking
them. [He, like all presidents, gives the firm impression that he authored the words he speaks,
which is an impression he also promotes regarding the authorship of the two books attributed to
him.] He went on the campaign trail with Obama during his successful Presidential election
campaign. In 2009, he was named as a White House staff member as Director of Speechwriting.
http://www.wnd.com/2012/07/obama-you-didnt-write-that/
Jack Cashill applies 'somebody else made that happen' notion to 'Audacity' bookObama
biographer David Mendell got to see Favreau in action before Obama became president.
“In crafting a speech,” Mendell writes, “Favreau grabs his laptop and sits with Obama for about
20 minutes, listening to his boss throw out chunks of ideas. Favreau then assembles these
thoughts into political prose.”
Although I cannot prove that “Audacity” was assembled in the same fashion, I can confirm that
portions of “Audacity” sound like what the New York Times called “outtakes from a stump
speech” precisely because they were, in fact, outtakes from a stump speech.
My colleagues and I found no fewer than 38 passages from Obama speeches delivered in 2005 or
2006 that appear virtually word for word as ordinary text in “Audacity.” Of the 38 speech
passages the Obama faithful are forced to believe that Obama wrote all of them.
If he did not, then he did not write “Audacity” by himself, and if he lied about that, then he was
also capable of lying about his unique authorship of “Dreams.”
It seems much more likely that Favreau wrote all of these speeches. Yes, Obama may have
dictated his thoughts or written down notes in longhand, but why would he not have given those
notes to his gifted, government-issue speechwriter to put into prose?
If Favreau wrote the speeches, he likely wrote most of the book, doing his best all the while to
mimic the style of “Dreams,” which was crafted in no small part by Bill Ayers. Favreau
apparently didn’t do that good of a job. Ayers would publicly dismiss “Audacity” as a “political
hack book.”
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In reaffirming the greatness of our nation we understand that greatness is never a given. It must
be earned. Our journey has never been one of short-cuts or settling for less. It has not been the
path for the faint-hearted, for those that prefer leisure over work, or seek only the pleasures of
riches and fame. Rather, it has been the risk-takers, the doers, the makers of things -- some celebrated, but more often men and women obscure in their labor -- who have carried us up the long
rugged path towards prosperity and freedom.
Barack Obama, speech, Feb. 5, 2008

America is a land of big dreamers and big hopes. It is this hope that has sustained us through revolution and civil war, depression and world war, a struggle for civil and social rights and the
brink of nuclear crisis. And it is because our dreamers dreamed that we have emerged from each
challenge more united, more prosperous, and more admired than before.
Barack Obama, speech, Jun. 4, 2005
We live in a culture that discourages empathy. A culture that too often tells us our principle goal
in life is to be rich, thin, young, famous, safe, and entertained.
Barack Obama, speech, Jul. 12, 2006
Secularists are wrong when they ask believers to leave their religion at the door before entering
into the public square. Frederick Douglas, Abraham Lincoln, Williams Jennings Bryant, Dorothy
Day, Martin Luther King - indeed, the majority of great reformers in American history - were not
only motivated by faith, but repeatedly used religious language to argue for their cause. So to say
that men and women should not inject their "personal morality" into public policy debates is a
practical absurdity. Our law is by definition a codification of morality, much of it grounded in
the Judeo-Christian tradition.
Barack Obama, Jun. 28, 2006
I have studied the Constitution as a student; I have taught it as a teacher; I have been bound by it
as a lawyer and legislator. I took an oath to preserve, protect and defend the Constitution as
Commander-in-Chief, and as a citizen, I know that we must never – ever – turn our back on its
enduring principles for expedience sake. I make this claim not simply as a matter of idealism.
We uphold our most cherished values [make that our Constitution] not only because doing so is
right, but because it strengthens our country and keeps us safe. Time and again, our values [our
Constitution] have been our best national security asset – in war and peace; in times of ease and
in eras of upheaval. Fidelity to our values [our Constitution] is the reason why the United States
of America grew from a small string of colonies under the writ of an empire to the strongest nation in the world. It is the reason why enemy soldiers have surrendered to us in battle, knowing
they’d receive better treatment from America’s armed forces than from their own government. It
is the reason why America has benefited from strong alliances that amplified our power, and
drawn a sharp and moral contrast with our adversaries. It is the reason why we’ve been able to
overpower the iron fist of fascism, outlast the iron curtain of communism, and enlist free nations
and free people everywhere in common cause and common effort. From Europe to the Pacific,
we have been a nation that has shut down torture chambers and replaced tyranny with the rule of
law. That is who we are. And where terrorists offer only the injustice of disorder and destruction,
America must demonstrate that our values and institutions are more resilient than a hateful ideology.
Barack Obama, speech, May 21, 2009
I always believe that ultimately, if people are paying attention, then we get good government and
good leadership. And when we get lazy, as a democracy and civically start taking shortcuts, then
it results in bad government and politics.
Barack Obama, MSNBC interview, Sep. 25, 2006

When special interests put their thumb on the scale, and distort the free market, the people who
compete by the rules come in last.
Barack Obama, speech, Aug. 2, 2008
I'm happy to get good ideas from across the political spectrum, from Democrats and Republicans.
Barack Obama, press conference, Feb. 9, 2009
Today’s 24/7 echo-chamber amplifies the most inflammatory soundbites louder and faster than
ever before. And it’s also, however, given us unprecedented choice. Whereas most Americans
used to get their news from the same three networks over dinner, or a few influential papers on
Sunday morning, we now have the option to get our information from any number of blogs or
websites or cable news shows. And this can have both a good and bad development for democracy. For if we choose only to expose ourselves to opinions and viewpoints that are in line with our
own, studies suggest that we become more polarized, more set in our ways. That will only reinforce and even deepen the political divides in this country. But if we choose to actively seek out
information that challenges our assumptions and our beliefs, perhaps we can begin to understand
where the people who disagree with us are coming from.... The practice of listening to opposing
views is essential for effective citizenship. It is essential for our democracy.
Barack Obama, remarks at University of Michigan, May 1, 2010
I know that even a successful war against Iraq will require a US occupation of undetermined
length, at undetermined cost, with undetermined consequences. I know that an invasion of Iraq
without a clear rationale and without strong international support will only fan the flames of the
Middle East, and encourage the worst, rather than best, impulses of the Arab world, and strengthen the recruitment arm of al-Qaeda.
Barack Obama, speech, Oct. 2, 2002
The best judge of whether or not a country is going to develop is how it treats its women. If it's
educating its girls, if women have equal rights, that country is going to move forward. But if
women are oppressed and abused and illiterate, then they're going to fall behind.
Barack Obama, Ladies' Home Journal, Sep. 2008
For we know that our patchwork heritage is a strength, not a weakness. We are a nation of Christians and Muslims, Jews and Hindus, and non-believers. We are shaped by every language and
culture, drawn from every end of this Earth; and because we have tasted the bitter swill of civil
war and segregation, and emerged from that dark chapter stronger and more united, we cannot
help but believe that the old hatreds shall someday pass; that the lines of tribe shall soon dissolve; that as the world grows smaller, our common humanity shall reveal itself; and that America must play its role in ushering in a new era of peace.
Barack Obama, Inaugural Address, Jan. 20. 2009
We do not have to think that human nature is perfect for us to still believe that the human condition can be perfected. We do not have to live in an idealized world to still reach for those ideals
that will make it a better place. The non-violence practiced by men like Gandhi and King may

not have been practical or possible in every circumstance, but the love that they preached -- their
fundamental faith in human progress -- that must always be the North Star that guides us on our
journey. For if we lose that faith -- if we dismiss it as silly or naïve; if we divorce it from the decisions that we make on issues of war and peace -- then we lose what's best about humanity. We
lose our sense of possibility. We lose our moral compass.
Barack Obama, Nobel Lecture, Dec. 10, 2009
To overcome extremism, we must also be vigilant in upholding the values our troops defend –
because there is no force in the world more powerful than the example of America. That is why I
have ordered the closing of the detention center at Guantanamo Bay, and will seek swift and certain justice for captured terrorists – because living our values doesn’t make us weaker, it makes
us safer and it makes us stronger.
Barack Obama, Address to Joint Session of Congress, Feb. 24, 2009
I will never forget that the only reason I'm standing here today is because somebody, somewhere
stood up for me when it was risky. Stood up when it was hard. Stood up when it wasn't popular.
And because that somebody stood up, a few more stood up. And then a few thousand stood up.
And then a few million stood up. And standing up, with courage and clear purpose, they somehow managed to change the world. speech, Jan. 8, 2008
With the magnitude of the challenges we face right now, what we need in Washington are not
more political tactics -- we need more good ideas. We don't need more point-scoring -- we need
more problem-solving. press conference, Mar. 17, 2009
The war does not end when you come home. It lives on in memories of your fellow soldiers, sailors, airmen and Marines who gave their lives. It endures in the wound that is slow to heal, the
disability that isn’t going away, the dream that wakes you at night, or the stiffening in your spine
when a car backfires down the street. speech, Feb. 27, 2009
One of the most durable and destructive legacies of discrimination is the way we've internalized
a sense of limitation; how so many in our community have come to expect so little from the
world and from themselves. speech, Jul. 17, 2009
For all the cruelty and hardship of our world, we are not mere prisoners of fate. Our actions matter, and can bend history in the direction of justice.
Barack Obama, Nobel Lecture, Dec. 10, 2009
No system of government can or should be imposed by one nation on any other. That does not
lessen my commitment, however, to governments that reflect the will of the people. Each nation
gives life to this principle in its own way, grounded in the traditions of its own people. America
does not presume to know what is best for everyone, just as we would not presume to pick the
outcome of a peaceful election. But I do have an unyielding belief that all people yearn for certain things: the ability to speak your mind and have a say in how you are governed, confidence in
the rule of law and the equal administration of justice, government that is transparent and doesn't
steal from the people, the freedom to live as you choose. These are not just American ideas.
They are human rights. And that is why we will support them everywhere.
speech, Jun. 4, 2009

You can't let your failures define you -- you have to let your failures teach you. You have to let
them show you what to do differently the next time.
National Address to America's Schoolchildren, Sep. 8, 2009
All of us share this world for but a brief moment in time. The question is whether we spend that
time focused on what pushes us apart or whether we commit ourselves to an effort, a sustained
effort to find common ground, to focus on the future we seek for our children and to respect the
dignity of all human beings.
speech, Jun. 4, 2009
America can do whatever we set our mind to. That is the story of our history, whether it’s the
pursuit of prosperity for our people, or the struggle for equality for all our citizens; our commitment to stand up for our values abroad, and our sacrifices to make the world a safer place. Let us
remember that we can do these things not just because of wealth or power, but because of who
we are: one nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
Barack Obama, remarks on the death of Osama Bin Laden, May 1, 2011
There’s something about the American spirit -– inherent in the American spirit -- we don’t hang
on to the past. We always move forward.... We are going to leave something better for our children –- not just here in the United States, but all around the world.
Barack Obama, speech at DNC fundraising reception, Oct. 15, 2009
That is why we fight -- in hopes of a day when we no longer need to.
http://www.notable-quotes.com/o/obama_barack.html

